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Revising
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Editing 
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Delete I won the award for the the best 
artwork. 

Insert I missed the bus today. 

Editing Marks Cheat Sheet



   h Capitalize 
 he went to the game last week. 

Love Make lower 
case I Love butter pecan ice cream.

were
Spelling Error 

              Sp 

Were are we going? 

? Add 
punctuation How did the audition go ?

Sp 
    



Publishing
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Persuasive Writing 

➢ Appeals to:
○ Logic (reasonable)
○ Ethics( moral code)
○ Emotions (feelings)

➢ The goal is to make someone act in a 
desired manner. 
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Quick Outline 

★ Determine your topic/audience 
★ Persuasive topic sentence 

○ Reason #1
★ Persuasive topic sentence 

○ Reason #2
★ Persuasive action desired
★ Conclusion ( reword main idea and reasoning)
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Opinion Writing 

★ Sharing what you think or feel about a 
particular topic 

★ Everyone is entitled to their own opinion
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Lets Practice Quick outline 
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❖ Determine your topic/audience 
❖ State your opinion in the first topic 

sentence
➢ Provide evidence for that reason 

❖ Transition to another reason for your 
opinion
➢ Provide evidence for that reason. 

❖ Optional include other reasons for 
opinion with evidence

❖ Conclusion (reword your main idea and 
restate appropriate evidence)



Word choice for Persuasive Writing 
➔ Use descriptive language (appeal to the five senses) 
➔ Use powerful words

◆ Need
◆ Want
◆ Change
◆ Deserve
◆ Disagree 
◆ Desire 

➔ Use transition words between paragraphs to organize writing 
➔ Be clear about  what you want

◆ Provide a solution to a problem
◆ Have a strong closing 
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Letter format 
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Date 
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Letter format

Greetings do not 
have to always 
start with Dear---
Other greeting: 
To Whom It May 
Concern (usually if 
you do not have a 
point of contact)



Letter format 
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Closings can be a 
word or phrase to 
end your letter here 
are a few more:

Best regards, 

Thank you

With appreciation 

With sincere thanks 

Respectfully



For More information and 
resources visit 

wtulocal6.net  and the distance 
learning tab
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